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This paper focuses on assessing the accuracy of various modal bases in nonlinear dynamic modal analysis of
helicopter rotor blades by comparing their prediction with a reference solution ohtained by integrating in time
the full finite element equations. Bath the full finite element and the modal models are based on thc same diseretivation of the physical problem, and are derived from a mixed variational principle. This variational statement is a purely algebraic, fourth order expression that is ideslly suited for modal reduction. Perturbation
mods, which exhact information about the nonlinear behavior of the structure Ram higher order derivatives of
the variational principle, are shown to provide an excellent basis for the modal analysis, as they accurately capture the nonlinear kinematic eaunlines.
. .. Perturbation modes orovide a marc accurate model than that bascd on
natural vibration mode shapes, which are very poor at synthesizing these nonlinear kinematic couplings.
However. in the oresence of nonlinearities associated with rotational dynamic effects. both natural vibration and
perturbation made shapes fail to accurately represent the dynamic behavior of the blade.
equations is an obvious mismakh. Similarly, coupling afinite element model with a quasi-steady strip theory representing the airloads is also a mismatch. A reasonable approach to obtain an
approximate model of the aeroelastic problem would he to couple
a simple, largely linearized modal representation of the blade's
dynamic response with a simplified aerodynamic model, for
instance a quasi-steady strip theory with a uniform o r linear
inflow model. On the other hand. if soohisticated comautational
fluid dynamics tools are used to model the aerodynamic loads, the
best oossible structural dvnamic model should h e selected.
Furthermore, in view of the tremendous computational cost of
CFD codes (hours of CPU time on supercomputers are often
required), the cost of the structural analysis is less of an issue, as
long as it remains a small fraction of the cost of the coupled
analysis.
The purpose of this paper is to assess the accuracy of modal
methods by comparing their predictions with reference solutions
obtained from a finite element model of the blade. The specific
focus is on the selection of an appropriate modal basis to improve
the accuracy of the modal method. Perturbation modes will be
shown to considerably improve the accuracy of modal methods.

Introduction

E

ver since the historical paper of Houbolt and Brooks (Ref.l),
modal methods have been widelv used to solve helicooter
blade dynamics problems. The transfer matrix approach has also
been used extensively, see for instance Refs. 2 and 3. More
recently, the finite element method has received considerable
attention for the modeline of comoosite helicooter rotor blades
(Ref. 4). These techniques are often combined to perform aeroelastic stabiiitv calculations: for instance, the finite element
method is u s e i t o compute natural vibration mode shapes which
form the basis for suhseauent aeroelastic stability and resoonse
analyses.
These three methods each oresent advantages and drawbacks.
The modal analysis is based on a fundamental assumption: the
motion of the blade is restricted to the suoemosition
of a small
. .
number of prescribed modes. Furthermore, when applied to nonlinear problems, there is no assurance of convergence or accuracy.
On the other hand, modal methods offer the potential of high
numerical efficiency since only a small number of degrees of freedom are involved. The transfer matrix approach is also numerically efficient, and does not restrict the solution to a modal superposition, however, its generalization to complex structural configurations (such as redundant load path or rotor-fuselage coupled
problems) is cumbersome. Finally, the versatility of the finite element method allows the treatment of almost arbitrarily complex
problems, but at the expense of higher computational costs.
In selecting a methodology for structural dynamics modeling,
another important element must be considered: the accuracy and
complexity of the structural dynamics model and those of the
aerodvnamic model rriust match. For instance. c o u ~ l i n ea modal
method with all its assumptions and potential inaccuracies, with a
computational fluid dynamics code solving the Navier Stokes

-

Finite Element Analysis
The versatility and efficiency of the finite element method
makes it an attractive tool for the analysis of helicopter rotor
blades. Hodges (Ref. 4) has recently reviewed various finite element approaches, giving a comprehensive discussion of their
assumotions and features, and a detailed description of several
such developments can be found in the literature ( ~ e f .5-91,
Finite eiemcnt approaches are very attractive because they
allow the modeling of complex rotor blade configurations. The
complex kinematics resulting from the large displacements and
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rotations can be handled in a rational manner, and the elastic
behavior of composite blades can be treated realistically by introducing transverse shearing and warping deformations, as well as
elastic coupling.
Consider a composite helicopter blade with varying properties
along the span: depending on the complexity of the blade, 100 to
300 degrees of freedom (DOFs) are typically necessary to accurately represent its geometry and physical properties. This number
is rather small, as problems involving 5,000, or even 50,000 DOFs
are routinely solved with standard finite element codes. However,
in the case of a helicopter blade, the analyst is interested in determining its nonlinear static behavior, its dynamic characteristics,
i.e. its natural frequencies and mode shapes, its nonlinear periodic
dynamic response, and the stability characteristics of this periodic
response. The first two analysis types are relatively straightforward to handle, but the latter ones are far more complex, and
might require special analysis techniques. The finite element
method in time appears to be well suited to the solution of nonlinear periodic problems (Ref. 10-1I).
A detailed derivation of the finite element model used in this
effort can be found in (Ref. 11-13). The main features of the
methodology are summarized here for completeness. Figure I
depicts the geometry of the blade before and after deformation.
3 3 3.
+ + +.
The triad r l , rz , r3 1s fixed at the hub, and the triad el , ez , e j 1s
+ +
attached at a reference line along the axis of the blade ( ez and e3
define the plane of the cross section of the blade). Finally, the
+* +* +*.
+*
triad3* , e2 , e j 1s attached to the deformed configuration ez
and e3 define the plane of the cross-section, which is assumed
not to deform in its own plane,
is normal to this plane). The
kinematic unknowns of the problem are the displacement vector
+
u of the reference line, and the finite rotation tensor R bringing
+ . +*
e; lnto ei .
The strain energy U stored in the blade is found to be (Ref.13):

29

The finite rotation tensor I(*,) defines the known position of the
4 .
+.
+
e; tnad in the I; basis; g(xl) are the components of rt In the ri
basis; 0' denotes the derivative with respect to the curvilinear
coordinate 11, measured along the reference line; ql(xl) are the
Euler parameters (Ref. 14) representing the unknown finite rotation tensor R;f * are the forces in the beam consisting of axial and
transverse forces
and torque and bending moments
all
* .
measured in the ei tnad; finally, c*.'is the compliance matrix
of the blade's cross-section.
The kinetic energy T due to the motion of the beam was developed in (Ref. I I):

+

r,

y,

A*

where the translational velocities V , and the angular velocities
+*
measured in the e; triad are given by:

g,

e;t*

V*

A*

where the axial and transverse strains s , and the curvature s ,
+* .
both measured in thee; trtad, are given by:

and (jdenotes the derivative with respect to time; @,are the components of the rigid angular velocity measured in the
triad, corresponding to the angular speed of the rotor, and G, the comesponding skew-symmetric matrix; p*
are the momenta consisting
v
A
of translational momenta p* and angular momenta p*, all mea+*
.
sured in the ei tnad; fina?ly, M*.' is the inverse mass matrix of
the blade's cross-section. It is important to note that both strain
and kinetic energies are expressed in a mixed form so that displacements, forces, and momenta all are independent variables.
Hamilton's Weak Principle (Ref. 10) provides:

?

Reference Line

After Deformation

where 6W is the virtual work done by the applied loads, $ is the
momentum, and I; and tfare the initial and final times. with the
help of standard finite element discretization techniques applied
both in space and time, this variational statement yields the
dynamic response of the system (Ref. 10-1I).

Modal Analysis

Before Deformation

Fig. 1Geometry of (he blade.

t

Modal analysis is a widely used technique to analyze rotor
blades (Ref. 15-16). It is a natural approach to reduce the number
of degrees of freedom involved in a structural dynamics problem,
and has the added advantage of involving degrees of freedom that
have a direct physical meaning. However, modal approaches are
based on an inherent assumption: the motion of the blade is
restricted to the superposition of a small number of prescribed
modes. Furthermore, when applied to nonlinear problems, there is
no assurance of convergence or accuracy of the procedure. In this
effort, a modal approach is developed with special attention to
two crucial points: the treatment of the nonlinearities and the
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choice of the modal basis.Nonlinearities clearly require a special
treatment in modal analysis. Consider for instance a nonlinearity
of trigonometric type, say cosy, appearing in the strain energy
expression(y is an unknown rotation angle). In the modal approximation, this angle is expanded as y = y ' y ~ i , where y' are the
assumed mode shapes, qi' the generalized coordinates, and summation over all assumed modes is implied by the repeated indices.
To evaluate the strain energy, the expression c o q ' y ~ 'must then be
integrated along the span of the blade. This cannot be done since
the generalized coordinates y11 are as yet unknown, and due to the
transcendental nature of the trigonometric functions. This problem
is customarily overcome by expanding the cosine function in a
truncated series: c o q ' y r i = 1- '/ry;yjviyIj. This means of course
that the analysis will be limited to moderate rotations. If more
terms of the series are taken into account, larger rotations can be
treated, but at the expense of the generation of a large number of
modal coefficients. As mentioned in the previous section, Euler
parameters can be used to parametrize finite rotations, completely
avoiding transcendental functions in the formulation. In this case,
finite rotations can be treated rigorously in the modal analysis.
Consider next the order of the nonlinearities, say y", where n is
,the order of nonlinearity. In the modal expansion this becomes
yfyjyk,..y~'
y I j v k ... . It is clear that the number of coefficients generated by such expression is proportional to N", where N is the
number of assumed modes. Hence, for a 12 mode approximation
of an expression containing sixth order nonlinearities, 2.9 x lo6
coefficients will be generated, requiring 22 megabytes of storage
on a computer. The mixed formulation presented previously is
ideally suited for a modal expansion treatment, since the highest
order of the nonlinearities is fourth, and these nonlinearities are of
a simple, algebraic type. The modal approximation can be readily
obtained from the variational statement, (Eq. 5). The elastic displacement field of the structure is assumed to be appropriately
represented by an expansion in terms of known mode shapes
about a given, steady reference configuration, i.e.:

where x * ~ ,x * ~ and
' s*k'," are the expansions of the strain expressions, (Eq. 2). Note that the strain energy expansion, (Eq. 7), is
quartic not because higher order terms have been neglected, but
because the strain energy expression, (Eq. I), is a purely algebraic
quartic expression of the displacements and forces. Similarly,
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(9)
with

where @ , K O ; p:' are the displacements, forces, and momenta,
respectively, for the reference configuration (this configuration is
chosen to be an equilibrium configuration of the structure under a
set of applied loads and centrifugal loads resulting from a steady
rigid body rotation), u: ,A*' ,p? are the assumed mode shapes for
displacements, forces, and momenta, respectively, and finally,
y~,:(t),
and y$(t)are the time dependent generalized coordinates for the displacement, forces, and momenta, respectivelyJhe
reduced modal model is readily obtained by introducing the
assumed modal basis of (Eq. 6) into the strain (Eq. 1) and kinetic
(Eq. 3) energy expressions. After expansion, the strain energy
expression becomes:
0
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with

where r k , ?k, T k J ; *kl, r k l " ' , and *kl,", are the expansions of
the velocity expressions of (Eq. 4). Combining (Eqs. 7 and 9)
yields the Lagrangian of the system as a.purely algebraic, quartic
expression.
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Choice o f the Modal Basis
The appropriate choice of modes is crucial to achieve accuracy
in the modal analysis. In general. natural vibration modes have
been selected in modal analysis of rotor blades. The relative merits of various sets of modes have been investigated.
. for instance.
coupled or uncoupled free vibration modes of a rotating or nonrotating blade (Ref. 17-19). It is important to note that natural
vibration modes characterize the linearized dynamic behavior of
the blade, i.e. the dynamic behavior of small, time de~endentperlurhalions about a given, steady equilil>riulll pos~tior~
of tlle hlaclc.
Even thuuxh it is n;~tornlto lure \11ch nloder in the analysis of nonlinear problems, it is well known that the accuracy and efficiency
of a modal method depends on the "quality" of the assumed
modes, i.e. the ability of'the assumed modes to represent the actualresponse of the blade.
when natural vibration modes are used in conjunction with a
displacement hased enerm formulation that includes axial (radial)
displacement as an independent variable, the performance of the
modal approximation is extremely poor. Consider the bending
deflection of a hlade in the nonlinear range, under a simple tip
oscillatory load. If only flapping modes are used in the modal
approximation, the bending deflection is found to be much smaller
than that predicted by the full finite element model. This can be
explained by the fact that flapping modes contain no axial component (since they are linearized modes), hence foreshortening of the
hlade is not allowed in the modal approximation and this results in
large axial loads which in turn, stiffen the hlade considerably. The
situation is somewhat improved by adding axial vibration modes,
hut a large number of these modes is required to obtained a good
solution.
The reason for this hehavior is twofold. First, in a displacement
hased formulation, the stress-strain relationships are strongly
enforced (i.e. they are satisfied on a point by point basis), therefore, a very small error in the estimation of the axial strain (as
should be expected from a modal approximation) will result in
verv laree axial forces. because of the verv laree axial stiffness of
the hlade. In fact, the inextensibility assumption is often made to
avoid this problem, however, the formulation is then restricted to
single load path blades. This problem can he overcome when
using the mixed formulation described in the Finite Element
Analysis section. Indeed, in a mixed formulation, the stress-strain
relationships are only enforced in a weak sense (i.e. in an inteeral
sense); hence, small errors in strain do not necessarily result in
lame errors in the forces.
Second, t h e actual axial displacement of the blade is due to
foreshorteninr
- .(a nonlinear kinematic phenomena),
. whereas axial
vibration modes characterize true axial vibrations (a purely linear
vibratorv phenomenon). In other words, we are w i n g to "synthesize" a ionlinear kinematic mode shape, with iinear vidratory
modes. Since these two phenomena are not physically related, we
should hardly expect to obtan good results in predicting axial displacements. This discussion has focussed on axial displacements
due to foreshortening. However, the above arguments equally
apply to any nonlinear behavior of the hlade. For instance, transverse loads~appliedto the blade create a torsional moment due to
the blade's transverse deflections. This nonlinear kinematic coupling is very important for helicopter hlade response, as it can
change its aerodynamic angle of attack.
This clearly indicates the need for selecting alternate mode
shapes that contain information about the nonlinear behavior of
the structure. Several conceots have been orooosed to imorove the
quality of the modal bases when dealing with nonlinear problems.
The conce~tuallvsimnlest method it to recalculate a new set of
natural vibration mddes once the deformations of the blade
become significant (Rcf. 20). In fact, the natural vibration frequencies and associated modc shapes of a helicopter hlade can
vary significantly around the azimuth due to blade pitch changes
(Ref. 19). Even though this approach might give good results, it
2

-

.
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does so at a tremendous computational cost, since.the modal basis
must be updated during the response calculation, and the modal
reduction scheme must be repeated at each update. Another
approach is to include in the modal basis natural vibration modes
about various different equilibrium configurations of the structure.
This method is attractive since only a modest increase in computation cost is required to evaluate the various equilibrium configurations. Furthermore, this method appears to give accurate results,
see for instance (Ref. 20).
Finally, theconcept of perturbation modes seems to hold
promise for improving the accuracy of modal methods. It was
introduced by Thompson and Walker (Ref. 21) as an analytical
tool for the study of the nonlinear behavior of beam structures,
and later the same concept was used by Noor, et a1 (Ref. 22-23) in
the nonlinear static analysis of beam and shell structures in conjunction with the finite element method. The same concept will be
used here to study nonlinear dynamic problems.

Perturbation Modes
Static perturbation modes can be evaluated from a finite element model according to the following procedure. The incremental form of the finite element equation is:

where n is the vector of nodal unknowns that includes both nodal
displacements and forces, K the stiffness matrix linearized about a
reference configuration i,Q the vector of externally applied
loads, and E the vector of equivalent nodal forces. Equilibrium is
achieved when Ag = 0, or

-

-

which simply states that at equilibrium, the equivalent nodal
forces are equal to the applied loads. The equilibrium configuration g* is of course a function of the applied load. Consider now
an applied load of the form hQ(h
is a scalar), the equilibrium condition is:

~

..

Since Fiis a nonlinear function of the displacements, (Eq. 13) can
not be solved easily. However, taking the first derivative of this
relation with respect to h yields:

JF, (1) = Q i
dl,

-uj

where%=

KO is the linearized stiffness matrix, and

is the
first perturbation mode which is clearly nothing else hut the solution of the linearized problem. The second and higher order derivatives become:
(21 -- 2 ? K , ~ l , , ~ l
K..,,.

'

atjatk
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'These relationships are recursive, and involve a single inversion
of the linearized stiffness matrix. They also involve higher order
durivativrs ol'tl~ccqo~valuntload vcctnr C;. 'l'l~istask i, rcl;~tively
\inlnlc when dealinc- with the finlle element formulation dcscrihcd
in the Finite Element Analysis section, since the energy expresquartic
expressions. This also explains
sions are nurely
. . algebraic,
.
why fourth and higher order derivatives vanish and are thus absent
the soluin (Eas.
..
. 17 and 18). In a oenurbation theory. a~proach,
tion would be written as:

.

shapes about the reference configuration, natural vibration mode
shapes about any other configuration, and static or dynamic perturbation mode shapes. The third step consists of the modal reduction. It is important to note that the full finite element model, the
modal basis, and the modal reduction are all hased on the identical
finite element discretization of the physical problem. In the last
step, the modal equations are integrated in time to ohtain the
modal response. In all cases, both full finite element and modal
equations are integrated using two noded elements in time (i.e. a
linear approximation for the displacements within each time step),
and identical time step size are selected.
All the models discussed here are hased on the exact same
equations, namely the Euler equations resulting from the minimization of the Lagrangian expression, (Eq. 5). The only difference among the various solutions is the description of the solution
fields: in the full finite element model, the solution is represented
by. polynomial
expressions defined within each finite element,
. .
whereas in the modal analysis, the solution is represented by the
modal suoemosition
of (Ea.
. .
. . 6).
. Hence, all the responses presented
in this work are hased on the same equations, with different spatial discretization of the solution.
The first test case consists of a straight, cantilevered hlade, with
a thin-walled, rectangular cross-section. The blade has a length of
3 m, a width of 0.15 m, and a height of 0.02 m. The wall thickness
is lmm. and the material is aluminum (Youne's Modulus 73 GPa,
density2700 kgIm3). The overall geometry of the hlade is depicted in Fig. 2. The blade does not rotate, and is subjected to a tip
load of 250 N oscillating with a period of 1 second. The hlade is
modeled with four cubic beam elements, for a total of 96 displacement d e w s of freedom. Forty time steps are used to model the 1
second period. Initial conditions are taken at rest, and the results
for the first period of response are presented. Table 1 details the
three different modal hases used for correlation. Figure 3 comoares the flaooing deflections of the tip of the beam for the various modal bases and the full finite element model. A good correlation is obtained for all modal hases, even though very large
transverse deflections occur (1.3 m compared to the 3m length of
the beam). Figure 4 shows the correlation for the axial displacement, i.e. the foreshortening of the tip of the beam. Note that a
.;iople pertllrh:ation ;~houtt l ~ cfirs1 tldp rnlxlu yields nn cxcellenl
correlatin~~.
wlter,?as :~d<l~nx
the first 3 or 5 axial vihri~tioninodes
do not achieve this level ofaccuracy (Bases 2 and 3, respectively).
Indeed.. uenurhation
modes contain information about the nonlin.
ear behavior of the structure (i.e. the foreshortening) extracted
from the higher order derivative of the strain energy (See the
recursive Eqs. 15-18). whereas the axial vibration modes only

-

.A

However, the convergence characteristics of this expansion are
extremely pooy. A much better approach is that proposed by Noor,
et al. (Ref. 22-23) where the perturbation modes are simply added
to the modal basis of a standard modal analysis as described under
Modal Analysis.
The above formulation is limited to static problems; however, it
can be readily extended to accommodate dynamic situations. Let
Q he the inertia forces associated with a natural vibration mode
chape 3,i.e. Q = w : ~ a , where M is the mass matrix, and w;,the
associated naiural frequency. The recursive relations (Eqs. 14 to
18) can he used to ohtain perturbations of these natural vibration
mode shapes. In this case the stiffness matrix is the sum of the
structural stiffness matrix and the centrifugal stiffness matrix.
Such modes will be termed here "dynamic perturbation modes",
whereas perturbation modes obtained f r o m a n arbitrary load Q
will be termed "static perturbation modes".

-

Numerical Result5 and Discussion
The .
pumose
. of this .paper
. is to assess the accuracy of modal
analysis methodologies. This will be done by computing the
dynamic response oT structures obtained from the full finite element analysis, which will be taken as a "reference" solution, and
from the modal analysis, with various tnodal bases. The computation proceeds with the following steps. First, the physical structure
is discretized into a number of beam elements and the corresponding finite element equations are integrated in time using thc finite
element in time procedure to obtain the reference solution. The
second step is the selection of a tnodal basis consisting of a mixture of the following types of modes: natural vibration mode

45Dqne Beam

Fig. 2 Thin walled redangular blade.
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Fig. 3 Oubof-plane tip displacement vs. time for the nonrotating 0
deg. blade.
characterize axial vibrations (i.e. a purely linear vibratory phenomenon). This simple example clearly shows how difficult it is
to "synthesize" a kinematic nonlinearity with natural vibration
modes.
In the second test case, the blade's cross section is tilted at a 45
deg. angle with respect to the loading axis. Table 2 summarizes
the various modal bases used here for the modal analysis. Basis 1
uses an undeformed referenceconfiguration and involves the fust
flapping mode and its dynamic perturbation, the first lead-lag
mode, a static mode corresponding to the displacement of the
blade under a static load of 250N at the tip of the blade, and the
corresponding static perturbation mode. In Bases 2 and 5 the static
deflection and perturbation modes are replaced by axial and torsional vibratory modes. Finally, all the modes of Basis 4 were
taken about a reference configuration corresponding to the
deformed blade under a static load of 250 N at the tin. Fieures. 5
and 6 show the in-plane and out-of-plane deflections bf the blade,
which are all in reasonable ameement with the reference solution.
Figure 7 shows the tip twisiof the blade, a nonlinear kinematic
phenomenon due to the offset of the tip load (due to the inplane
motion of the rotated cross-section) creating a torsion moment
am. Basis 4, which contains the natural vibration modes about a
predeformed reference configuration of the blade performs well
when the dynamic response of the blade is in the same direction as
that of the iredeformation (the first half of the period), however it
performs poorly when the dynamic response is in the opposite
direction of the predeformation (the second half of the period).
This clearly shows that modes about a predeformed reference configuration should be avoided when the dynamic response involves
complete reversals, as is the case for a helicopter blade. Basis 3
contains natural vibration mode shapes only, and performs poorly,
missing the tip elastic twist by over a factor of two, even though 5
torsion modes were used in an attemnt to caoture this kinematic
phenomenon. The reason for this poor correlation is that the twistine of the blade is due to a nonlinear connline
. effect. whereas the
natural vibration mode shapes characterize true torsion vibrations.

Fig. 4 Axial tip displacement vs. time for the nonrotating 0 deg.blade.
These two phenomena are not physically related, and this explains
the poor correlation. Finally, Fig. 8 depicts the amplitude of the
torsional warping deformation. Only Basis 1 provides a good correlation for this quantity that is directly related to the torsional
loading in the blade. Clearly the perturbation modes of Basis I
outperform all other bases, even though it only includes a total of
5 modes. Note that a static perturbation mode was included in this
basis to provide the proper nonlinear coupling between transverse
loading and twisting.
In the third test case, the 45 deg. blade is now spinning at an
angular velocity of 6.28 radlsec, and is subjected to a 350 N oscillating tip load. Table 3 summarizes the various modal bases used
in this case. Figures 9 and 10 show the in-plane and out-of-plane
deflections, which are all in good agreement with the reference
solution. Figures I I and 12 show the tip twist and torsional warping amplitudes. Once again, Basis 1, which involves perlurbation
modes, outperforms the other bases, even though it only includes
5 modes.
blade.
Table 2: Description of themodal bases for the 45 -deg. nonrahling
-

Flap Modes
Flap Dynamic
Perturbation Modes
Lead-Lag Modes
Axial odes
Tanion Modes
Static Deflection
Modes
Static Perturbation
Modes

- -

--

Basis 1

Basis 2

Basis 3

Basis 4

1
1

1
1

1
0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

5
5

0

0
1

0
5
0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

-

Table 1: Description
of themodal bases far the-0 deg.
rotating
blade.
-

-

Flap Modes
Flap Perturbations
Lead-Lag Modes
- Axial Modes

Basis 1-

Basb 2

1

1
0

1

1

Bas531
0
1

0

3-

5

1

.

Table3: Description of themodal bases for the 45 deg. rotating blade.
- Basis1
Basis 2
B a s i c
1
1
1
Flap Modes
Flap Perturbations
1
1
0
Lead-Lag Modes
1
1
1
Axial Modes
0
0
5
Torsion Modes
0
5
5
Static ~ a d e s
1
0
0
Static Perturbations
10
0-
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Fig. 5 In-plane tip displae~mentvs. t i e for the nonrotating 4Sdeg.
blade.

Fig. 8 Tip torsional warping vs. time far the nonrotating 45 deg.blade.

Fig. 6 Out-of-plane tip displacement vs. time for the nonrotating 45
deg. blade.

Fig. 9 In-plane tip displacement 7s. time for the rotating 45 deg.blade.
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Fig. 7 Tip t~vistvs. time for the nonrotating 45 dcg. blade.

i
Fig. 10 Out-of-plane tip displacement vs. time far the rotating 45 deg.
blade.
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Fig. 11Tip twist vs. time for the rotating45 deg. blade.
The last test case involves an actual helicopter blade: Sikorsky
Aircraft's Blackhawk blade (Ref. 24). This 27 ft long blade is
modelled with 16 cubic elements, for a total of 336 degrees of
freedom. Forty time steps are used to model a single period of
0.23 seconds. The aerodynamic loading is approximated by concentrated lift (1000 lb) and drag (250 lb) forces applied at 92 percent span, with a period equal to that of the blade's rotation. Initial
conditions are taken at rest, and the first period of response is presented. Figures 13 and 14 show the in-plane and out-of-plane
deflections of the blade, which are in excellent agreement with the
reference solution. Figure 15 shows the Euler parameter correponding to the tip twist of the blade, and large discrepancies are
observed between the reference solution and fhe various modal
responses. Although several bases are examined, only marginal
improvement are produced. The reason for this discrepancy may
be the presence of nonlinear coupling between the twisting of the
blade and rotational dynamic effects. Such nonlinear couplings
are not properly represented by natural vibration modes, nor by
perturbation modes. Indeed, when calculating the perturbation
modes, gyroscopic terms are ignored.
It is important to note that all the test cases examined in this
effort involve a prescribed loading. In actual problems, the loading is of an aerodynamic origin, and hence dependant on the
response of the blade, most noticeably on the angle of attack.
Were the above modal analysis used in an actual coupled problem
(aerodynamics coupled with structural dynamics), the discrepancy

Fig. 13 In-plane tip displacement vs. time for the Blackhawk blade.

Time (s)

Fig. 14 Out-of-plane tip displacement vs. time for the Rlaekhawk blade.

R11 FEM
o Basis 1
.......................

~

~

Time (s)

Fig. 12 Tip tarsionsl warping vs. time for the rotating 45 deg.blade.

Fig. 15 Tip twist vs. time for the Blackhawk blade.
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Table 5: NormaliledCPUtjntes for the 45 deg. rotating blade.
Table 4: Desrriptio~ofthe modal bases for the--Bl a e k l t a~~v'
- -

Flap Modes
Flap Perturbations
Lead-Lag Modes
Axial Modes
Torsion Modes
Static Modes
Static Perturbations

Basis 1

Basis 2

Basis 3

3

3
1
2
1
5
0
0

~

3
0
2
0
5
1
1

--

0
2
1
5

0
0

88

Narmalizfd CPU Time
1.00
0.090

--

References

-

observed in the angle of attack (Rg. 15) would generate different
loading conditions, which in turn would further change the blade's
response. This would generate different responses for flapping.
lead-lae.
and twistine.
u.
Finally, it is interesting to compare the computational times for
the various approaches. Table 5 summarizes the CPU times for
the full finite element analysis and the various modal approaches,
normalized by the CPU time for the full finite element analysis.
Even though the 5-mode modal analysis (Basis I) only requires a
small fraction of the full finite element CPU time, the cost of the
modal analysis drastically increases with the number of modes. In
fact, the IZmode analysis is more expensive than the full finite
e l e t n u ~ ~I,IJL?I.
~l
As tlic rott~picnilyof thc fitil tinltc clt'~tic~ll
~ttorlcl
Illrrc;lccs, it.; cocl w ~ l lincrr;l.;c :IS well. '1'1hle 5 clenrl) in~llcnlel;
that the costs of dealing with modal or full finite element models
become comparable as the number of modes increases. Since the
accuracy of the modal analysis is questionable even when using
an increasing number of modes, the full finite element model is
preferable.

-

I

Analysis Method
Full FEM (96 DOFs)
Basis 1(5 Modes)
Basis 2 (8 Modes)
-~
Basis 3 (12 Modes)

Conclusions
This paper has assesed the the accuracy of modal analyses
using dilferent modal bases by comparing their predictions to
those of a reference solution obtained from a full finite element
model. The different modal bases consist of a combination of natural vibration modes, and static and dynamic perturbation modes
about various reference configurations of the structure. The following conclusions can he drawn from this study:
I) T h e accuracy of modal methods strongly depends on the
choice of the modal basis.
2) Nonlinear kinematic couplings are poorly represented by natural vibration mode shaoes. This is easilv understood since
both phenomena are of a different physical nature: one is a
purely nonlinear kinematic phenomenon, the other a purely
linear vibratory phenomenon. Even a large number of
orthogonal vibration modes do not "synthesize" properly the
nonlinear kinematic behavior.
3) Adding perturbation modes t o the classical natural mode
shapes considerably improves the accuracy of the modal
method. Perturbation modes contain information about the
non-linear behavior of structures, extracted from the higher
order derivatives of the Lagrangian.
4) The nonlinearities associated with rotational dynamic effects
are pl~t~rly
repre\r.nted hy iroth n;filttr;li v ~ h r . ~ t ~nr~~cl l~ dc.h;~pcs
c
J I I ~pcrlorhnl~<,o
inodcv. re~ullingin i~ poor correliltl#~nlor
the angle of attack.
5 ) When accurate prediction of rotor behavior is sought, the
results of this study suggest that modal analysis should be
avoided, and full finite element methods should he prefered.
This is particularly true since the computational effort
involved in the integration of the full finite element model
does not seem prohibitive when compared to that of the
modal analysis.
~~~~
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